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Kwapil & Co - leading in the field of 
drive technology since 1975

The company
Founded in 1975 by Kurt Kwapil, Kwapil & Co has been offering products from the world's 
leading suppliers of drive technology and electronic products for more than 40 years. The 
product portfolio ranges from motors and multi-axis controllers to complete mechatronic 
drive systems. 

In addition to the headquarters in Vienna, Kwapil & Co has branches in Linz (Austria) and 
Brno (Czech Republic), as well as employees located in Poland and Hungary. The sales area 
extends from Austria, to Hungary, the Czech Republic and Slovakia, Poland and Slovenia to 
Bulgaria, Romania, Croatia and Serbia, among other countries. 

Since 2012 Kwapil & Co is a member of the Swiss maxon Group. 
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The right drive for  
your application

We offer solutions
Based on our wide product range consisting of maxon and well renowned third party suppliers 
like Oriental Motor, LinMot, Nidec Motors & Actuators, halstrup-walcher and many more, we 
can offer an extensive variety of solutions. 

Our motors are not only used in industrial applications, but also in medical technology,  
logistics, the food industry, aerospace and in the automotive industry.

In the event that our standard products are not sufficient to meet your special requirements, 
we are able to combine high-quality drive components with a mechatronic customer-specific 
system. 

The Kwapil & Co product portfolio
→  Mechatronic drive systems
→  Compact drives 
→  Brushed DC motors
→  Brushless DC motors 
→  AC motors
→  Stepper motors 
→  Linear and rotary actuators 
→  Linear motors
→  Linear rotary motors 
→  Magnetic springs 
→  Motor rollers 
→  Gearheads
→  Controllers 
→  Fans 
→  Ceramic components 

www.maxongroup.at
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Powerful performance comes in small  
packages. Efficiencies of over 90 %.

maxon DC motor
Brushed DC motors with ironless
rotor, in sizes of Ø6 – 65 mm, with
up to 250 W power. 

Main characteristics
→  No magnetic cogging torque
→  Withstands high overload for 
 short periods
→  Low electromagnetic interference

Product programs
DCX and RE motors provide excellent
performance and robust design. 

DC-max and A-max motors combine
cost-effectiveness with excellent
motor performance.

DCX and DC-max motors can be
configured online and are ready for
shipment within 11 working days.

maxon EC motor
Brushless DC motors are electroni-
cally commutated. They are available
in sizes of Ø4 – 60 mm, with up to
480 W power.

Main characteristics
→  Excellent control properties
→  High overload capacity
→  Very long service life
→  Speeds of up to 120.000 rpm
→  Autoclavable up to 2.000 x

Product programs
ECX and EC motors provide optimum
performance with high speed. 

EC-4pole motors offer high torques
combined with high power density. 

EC-max motors offer an excellent
price/performance ratio.

ECX motors can be configured online
and are ready for shipment within
11 working days.

maxon EC motor
Brushless DC external- and internal-
rotor motors are electronically com-
mutated. They are available in sizes
of Ø9.2 – 90 mm, with up to 600 W
power.

Main characteristics
→  Flat design
→  High torque
→  Very long service life
→  Excellent price-performance ratios

Product programs
EC-flat motors provide very
high torques and are available with
integrated electronics.

EC-i motors are characterized by high
torques and excellent dynamics.

Ironless winding Iron core windingIronless winding
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maxon modular system
The motors, gearheads, encoders, brakes and controllers from maxon are perfectly matched
to each other and can be combined to meet specific requirements.

maxon gear
Precision planetary and spur gear-
heads as well as customer-specific
special gears. Compact spindle
drives with steel or ceramic spindles.

Product programs
GP and GPX planetary gearhead
→  For transmission of high torques
→  High power
→  High reduction ratio
→  Autoclavable, with shaft seal
→  Can be configured online
 (GPX only)

GS spur gearhead
→  Economically priced
→  For low torques
→  High efficiency

GP S spindle drive
→  Steel or ceramic spindle
→  Metric spindle, ball screw and 
 trapezoidal screw

maxon sensor
High-resolution encoders and digital
encoders.

→  Relative or absolute position signal, 
 suitable for positioning tasks
→  Direction detection
→  Speed information from number of 
 pulses per time unit

Product programs
Magnetic encoder
→  Minimal space requirement 
→  Dirt-resistant
→  Interpolated

Optical encoder
→  High counts per turn 
→  Very high accuracy

Inductive encoder
→  Robust against magnetic fields 
 and dirt 
→  Integrated into EC flat motors

DC tacho, resolver

maxon control
4-Q servo controllers and position
controllers for controlling quick-
response brushed and brushless
DC motors up to 1 kW continuous
power. Available as OEM module
for installation on a motherboard or
ready for connection with housing.

Product programs
ESCON
Compact and powerful servo
controller. Commanded by an analog
set value.
 
EPOS4
Position controllers with CANopen,
EtherCAT, RS232 oder USB.

MAXPOS
Highly dynamic positioning controller
with EtherCAT.

Master controller available at 
www.zub.ch
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Complex mechatronic drive systems only work if all components are of the highest quality  
and perfectly synchronized. maxon not only develops and produces DC and BLDC motors, 
gearheads, sensors, and controllers, but is also able to combine the high-quality drive  
components in a mechatronic system. The benefits: a compact design, components  
configured specifically for the customer, and the guarantee of obtaining maximum  
performance from the drive system. 

This system solution for  
driving elevator doors  
was developed together 
with a Swiss elevator  
manufacturer.

Based on our wide product range we can provide an extensive variety of solutions. Thanks to 
our in-house workshop we can also offer a variety of modifications and adaptions based on 
your specific needs. 

→  Cable modifications for low quantities
→  Attachment of connectors
→  Mounting of gearheads
→  Dip coating
→  etc.

Mechatronic drive systems 
Premium quality from a single source 
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The compact brushless 
maxon EC-i motor combined 
with a EPOS4 positioning 
controller delivers a highly 
dynamic, powerful drive  
package.

The direct drives PSD from halstrup-walcher for automatic format changeover enable higher 
speeds with low torques thanks to the stepper motor with integrated control and bus commu-
nication.  

→  Nominal torque from 0,8 to 8 Nm
→  Nominal rated speed from 50 to 200 rpm
→  CANopen, IO-Link, Profinet and EtherCAT
→  Maximum flexibility due to variable design 
→  Simple assembly (optional hollow shaft)

The integrated drives of the DUET series from Motor Power Company are available in 
various versions, both for high and low voltage ranges. 

→  Rated output power from 60 to 3.500 W
→  Power supply 48 or 560 V DC
→  Integrated 2 pole resolver / Absolute encoder
→  Brake

The configurable compact drive IDX from maxon can be combined with a planetary gearhead 
and a brake, and impresses with its high level of efficiency thanks to planetary needle bearings, 
maintenance-free components and a high-quality industrial housing. 

→  Configurable
→  Nominal torque up to 794 mNm
→  Nominal speed up to 6.000 rpm  (without gearhead) 
→  EtherCAT, CANopen or configurable I/Os

Further information and datasheets available at 
www.maxongroup.at

Compact drives 
Fully integrated drives
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DC motors from maxon are high-quality DC motors, equipped with powerful permanent 
magnets. The centerpiece of the motor is the worldwide patented ironless rotor, which means 
cutting-edge technology for compact, powerful drives with low inertia. Thanks to the low mass 
moment of inertia, the DC motors have a very high acceleration. The DCX program can be 
configured online and is available within a short period of time. 

→ Outputs from 0,3 to 250 W
→ Diameters from 6 to 65 mm
→ Maximum speeds of up to 23.000 rpm
→ Nominal torques of up to 839 mNm

The centerpiece of the  
DC motors is the worldwide 
patented ironless rotor.

Brushed DC motors 
Direct current motors with permanent magnets

The PMDC motors from British motor manufacturer Parvalux - a member of the 
maxon group - are suitable for a vast range of applications, can be combined 
with the Parvalux gearheads, and can be customised. 

→ Right-angle and in-line versions with gearheads
→ Outputs up to 2.030 W
→ Speed from 0,2 to 5.000 rpm
→ Torque from 0,1 to 150 Nm
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Further information and datasheets available at 
www.maxongroup.at

The portfolio of direct current motors from Nidec Motors & Actuators is unbeatable in its ver-
satility. It comprises gearless DC motors, gear motors with spur and worm gearheads and DC 
motors with a lead-screw. Thanks to the high volume automotive series production, consistent 
quality is guaranteed. The motors also impress with their robust product design, their long 
service life and are extremely smooth running.  

→ Outputs from 0,37 to 382 W
→ No load speeds from 14 to 5.250 rpm
→ Nominal torques from 0,04 to 16 Nm

The modified DC 
motors from the 
automotive sec-
tor are the ideal 
solution for many 
applications in  
industry, house-
hold or the office 
equipment sector.

Brushed DC motors 
Direct current motors with permanent magnets

With the series ESA, PENTA and ROK, Motor Power Company offers three series of brushed 
DC motors. The motors of the series ESA guarantee a high overload capacity and precise 
speed control. The PENTA motors are characterized by their high performance and high 
starting torques. They are available in various sizes with different windings. The motors of the 
series ROK are worm gear motors with a direct coupling between motor and gearhead. 

→  Rated output from 45 to 1.500 W
→  Nominal speed up to 3.000 rpm
→  Nominal torques from 0,32 to 15 Nm
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The brushless DC motors with ironless winding from maxon (EC motors) stand out with 
excellent torque characteristics, high power, an extremely wide speed range and an outstan-
dingly long life span.  Their outstanding controllability makes high-precision positioning drives 
possible. 

→  Diameters from 4 to 60 mm
→  Outputs from 0,5 to 400 W
→  Maximum speeds of up to 120.000 rpm
→  Nominal torques from 0,23 to 843 mNm

Brushless DC  
motors from  
maxon are  
available with  
ironless and  
iron-core winding. 

When space is at a premium, maxon flat and EC-i motors are the solution. The brushless DC 
inner or outer rotor motors with iron windings are electronically commutated and excel with 
their flat design and high torque density. 

→  Diameters from 9,2 to 90 mm
→  Outputs from 0,2 to 600 W
→  Maximum speeds of up to 25.000 rpm
→  Nominal torques from 0,684 to 1.610 mNm

Brushless DC motors 
Electronically commutated DC motors 
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Further information and datasheets available at 
www.maxongroup.at

Brushless DC motors 
Electronically commutated DC motors 

The brushless DC motors from Parvalux offer an array of benefits, ensuring that your 
products deliver the highest possible performance throughout their lifetime. They 
can be combined with Parvalux spur and worm gearheads. If the perfect combination 
for your application is not available among the thousands of standard combinations, 
Parvalux also offers customized modifications. 

→  Motor flanges from 42 to 86 mm
→  Power from 26 to 660 W
→  Output speeds up to 5.000 rpm

Oriental Motor has a wide range of brushless DC motors that support different power sup-
plies and offer different functions. They have a large speed range and high speed stability, are 
compact, powerful and energy-saving. 

→  Frame sizes from 42 to 104 mm
→  Rated output power from 15 to 400 W
→  Speeds from 80 to 4.000 rpm (without gearhead)
→  Protection class up to IP66
→  Versions: without gearhead (round shaft) or  
 combined with flat or spur gearhead

The brushless servo motors of the series Tetra and Tetra Compact from Motor Power Com-
pany are available in a broad performance spectrum. The patented design of the rotor section 
offers superb performance for a wide range of applications, especially when they require 
dynamic performance and speed stability. The Tetra Compact-E motors were designed for 
complex application requirements. The Tetra Compact-X series is suitable for applications in 
extreme environmental conditions, such as high humidity, heat, cold, snow and ice. 

→  Rated output power from 60 W to 8 kW
→  Speeds up to 5.000 rpm
→  Low voltage versions available
→  Versions for extreme environmental conditions available
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AC motors 
Synchronous, asynchronous and torque motors

Parvalux offers single and two speed AC motors. Designed as induction, shaded-pole, 
synchronous or AC commutator motors, they are the basis for a range of combinations 
with spur, worm, double worm and hollow shaft gearheads. The motors have preloaded 
ball bearings for extra quiet operation. On request, the motors are available in countless 
versions and can optionally be equipped with holding brakes, tachos, etc.

→  Rated power from 8 W to 1 kW
→  Rated speeds up to 6.500 rpm
→  Output torques up to 250 Nm

Just like the DC 
and BLDC motors, 
the AC motors 
from Parvalux can 
be combined with 
gearheads.   

The Oriental Motor delivery program includes constant speed motors, 
speed control motors, torque motors, water- and dust-proof motors and 
the suitable gearheads. 

→  Frame sizes from 60 to 110 mm 
→  Output power from 3 to 200 W
→  Speed range from 90 to 2.650 rpm
→  IP67 versions available
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Further information and datasheets available at 
www.maxongroup.at

In addition to a large selection of standard stepper motors, Oriental Motor also offers mo-
tor-driver combinations. The motors are available for both AC and DC operating voltage and 
2- and 5-phase technology. There are open and closed loop combinations. The stepper 
motors can be combined with Harmonic-, planetary-, spur and bevel gearheads. A type with 
an integrated controller is available as well. 

→   Step angle from 0,00288 to 1,8°
→   Frame sizes from 20 to 90 mm
→   Holding torque from 0,014 to 110 Nm
→   High torque versions
→   Versions with encoder
→   Versions with high resolution
→   IP54 / IP65 versions
→   Flat motors available

Stepper motors from Oriental Motor are also  
available with frame sizes of only 20 mm. 

Stepper motors 
Simple and accurate positioning operation
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Oriental Motor offers a wide variety of solutions when it comes to linear motion. Motorised 
linear guides, electric cylinder and compact spindle-based linear actuators are available, for 
example. These products combine a stepper motor and a linear motion mechanism. The appro-
priate drivers are already included in the respective system packages. 

→  Supply voltage from 200 to 230 VAC and 24 VDC
→  Strokes from 40 to 1.000 mm
→  Thrust up to 500 N

Linear and rotary actuators 
Linear slides, hollow rotary tables and more 

For rotative motions, Oriental Motor offers hollow rotary tables, a combination 
of stepper motor and turntable with extreme positional accuracy. This opens up 
advantages such as the possibility of a direct drive, simple cable or hose feed-
throughs and a short response time. Reference points can be set by using optional 
sensors. The rotary tables are the perfect solution for applications with indexing 
drives. 

→  Supply voltage from 200 to 240 VAC and 24 VDC
→  Frame sizes from 60 to 200 mm
→  Permissible speeds up to 200 rpm
→  Axial loads up to 4.000 N
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Further information and datasheets available at 
www.maxongroup.at

The standard version of linear motors from LinMot covers a wide range of applications. Many 
different positioning tasks in the low-voltage range can be performed using the compact 
drives. In addition to the three types of the standard motor family, which is available in different 
stator and stroke lengths, high-performance motors, short motors, high-voltage versions, 
motors with integrated drives and integrated guides, as well as stainless steel and explosion-
proof versions complement the LinMot linear motor program. 

→  Peak forces up to 2.720 N
→  Strokes up to 1.830 mm
→  Speeds up to 9,5 m/s
→  Repeatability up to 0,01 mm
→  Various linear guides available

Speeds of up to 9,5 m/s and accelerations of over 780 m/s² 
allow very short positioning times and high cycle rates. 

Linear motors 
Electromagnetic drives in tubular form
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The linear rotary motors PR01 from LinMot can be used to implement any combination of linear 
and rotary motions. The compact housing contains both an electromagnetic linear drive and a 
rotary direct drive, each controlled by a servo drive. The upper-level controller can implement 
highly dynamic linear-rotary motion sequences that can be programmed to be either synchro-
nous or completely independent of each other. The series PR02 is characterized by a new de-
sign, wherein the motors and additional components are integrated in a slim housing. Options, 
such as magnetic springs or torque and force sensors, can be implemented as well. 

Two independent motions with only one component.

Linear rotary motors 
Linear and rotative direct drive in one

Simple implementation of closure and screwdriving systems.

→  Strokes up to 300 mm
→  Peak forces up to 1.024 N
→  Peak torques up to 8,9 Nm
→  Velocities up to 3,9 m/s
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Further information and datasheets available at 
www.maxongroup.at

When installed vertically, linear motors and other direct drives must apply a constant force 
to counteract the force of gravity. Therefore, LinMot has developed the "Magnetic Springs". 
Mounted parallel to the linear motor, the weight force can be passively compensated via the 
MagSpring. This prevents the axis from being lowered when the power is off. The linear motor 
is only used for the actual positioning and application of dynamic forces, thus allowing smaller 
dimensioned motors, when using a MagSpring. The functionality is based on the attraction of 
the permanent magnet. Therefore, no power supply is necessary, allowing an easy implemen-
tation in safety relevant applications. 

The constant force over the entire range of the stroke makes it an  
excellent fail safe and weight compensation when installed vertically. 

MagSpring 
Constant force over the entire stroke

MagSprings - weightlessness in your application

→  Strokes up to 350 mm
→  Forces up to 60 N
→  Also suitable for dynamic motions
→  Stainless steel versions available
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The MTR motor rollers from Motor Power Company are innovative all-in-one solutions for 
conveyors, crossbelts and other roller transfer systems. The big advantage of the motor rol-
lers: they are gearless. Thanks to the reduced number of components, a higher MTBF and an 
increased system efficiency can be achieved. 

→  Rated power up to 260 W
→  Rated torque up to 3,1 Nm
→  Diameters of the motor rollers from 46 to 76 mm

Motor rollers including controllers for conveyors,  
crossbelts or any other roller transfer system.

Motor rollers 
Innovative solutions for intralogistics

In addition, Motor Power Company also offers geared motor rollers for pallets. 
These are designed for the transportation of loads of up to 1.500 kg.  

→  Rated power up to 400 W
→  Diameter 89 mm
→  Supply voltage 48 VDC, 230 VAC and 400 VAC
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Further information and datasheets available at 
www.maxongroup.at

Gearheads 
Precision spur and planetary gearheads

The maxon gear program consists of precision spur and planetary gearheads mat-
ched to maxon motors. The gearheads are adapted directly to the desired motors 
in the plant. The motor pinion is the input gearwheel for the first stage and is rigidly 
affixed to the motor shaft. For linear motions maxon offers compact screw drives with 
planetary gears and integrated axial bearings for high axial loads. Metric spindles, ball 
screws and trapezoidal screws are available. 

→  Outer diameter from 4 mm to 81 mm
→  Rated torque from 0,002 to 120 Nm
→  Reduction from 3,5:1 to 6.285:1

Spur gears from halstrup-walcher are used in a large number of applications, from automatic 
flap adjustment to positioning drives for maritime applications, to worm gear drives for pellet-
fired stoves and furnaces. Various output shafts are available for all gearheads. 

→  Frame sizes from 40 to 98 mm
→  Rated torque from 1 to 20 Nm
→  Reduction from 5:1 to 3.000:1

The entire Parvalux motor program can be combined with right-angle and in-line gearboxes. 
These are then delivered as a complete unit. Selected gearboxes from Parvalux can also be 
attached to motors from other manufacturers. For example, a combination with maxon motors 
is possible. Additionally, Parvalux also produces planetary gearheads. 

→  Nominal torques from 0,5 to 50,6 Nm
→  Reductions from 4:1 to 4.320:1
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All current, speed and position controllers from maxon are specially designed for brushed DC 
and brushless DC motors up to 1.000 W. CANopen or EtherCAT allow an easy integration of your 
network. The ESCON 4-quadrant servo controllers provide power and highly precise speed 
control for maxon brushed DC and brushless DC (maxon EC) motors in a compact design. When 
more than just speed and torque control is required and recurring positioning processes with 
complex trajectories have to be executed, maxon positioning controllers are the solution - for 
example the EPOS 4 (EPOS = Easy Positioning System).

→  1-Q-EC amplifiers: Speed controllers for brushless DC (maxon EC) motors in OEM modular  
 design. Cost-effective, easy speed-control with Hall sensors up to 250 W
→  ESCON: Compact, powerful 4-quadrant PWM servo controllers
→  EPOS: Positioning controllers for DC and EC motors with encoder.  With CANopen or  
 EtherCAT interface and dual loop control 
→  MAXPOS: Positioning controller for highly dynamic applications

Staying in control has never been easier.

Controllers  
Perfectly positioned

High-performance multi-axis controllers for the positioning and synchronization 
of servo and asynchronous motors from zub machine control - a member of the 
maxon group.

→  Fully programmable motion controllers
→  Motion controller for up to 32 axes
→  Motion controller with integrated power stages
→  Low-cost controllers for 1 to 3 axes
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Further information and datasheets available at 
www.maxongroup.at

Controllers 
Intelligent control electronics

LinMot servo drives are compact positioning controllers with one or more power ele-
ments for controlling motors, as well as an intelligent control element with integrated 
closed-loop positioning control. The wide variety of servo drive products allows a quick 
implementation of simple applications with two end positions, up to complex, high-
precision multi-axis applications. A wide range of fieldbus interfaces allows a simple 
integration in all control concepts. 

→ Motor current up to 32 A
→ Serial communication, field busses (eg. Profinet, Profibus, EtherCAT, Sercos III,  
 CANopen) and real-time Ethernet
→ Run internally saved motion profiles or program sequences
→ Controlling position, speed, acceleration and force
→ Integrated safety function for cutting off the output stage 

Finnish manufacturer Electromen develops and manufactures electronic control equipment 
for industrial applications and automation tasks. Motor controls as well as positioning control-
lers are available shortly. Customer specific controllers can be developed in cooperation with 
Electromen.  

→  PWM direct current controls up to 72 VDC and 25 A
→  1-Q- and 4-Q controllers
→  Stepper motor controls (available with oscillator)
→  Controls for brushless DC motors
→  On/off motor controls
→  Servo controllers for linear drives
→  Servo controllers for DC motors
→  Servo controllers with pulse input
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Fans 
Axial-, cross-flow and centrifugal fans 

Oriental Motor offers numerous types of cooling fans. Among them are axial flow fans, which 
are ideal for ventilation cooling, centrifugal fans for spot cooling and air flow through a duct, and 
cross-flow fans, which generate a wide and uniform air flow. 

→  Frame sizes from 42 to 300 mm
→  Maximum airflow up to 21 m³/min
→  Static pressure of up to 451 Pa
→  for AC and DC input

Nidec develops and manufactures axial fans for many applications, which requi-
re high quality and constant availability. The fans of the Ultra Flo series offer hig-
hest efficiency, high static pressure and minimal noise. Different voltage ranges, 
feedback signals, possibilities for speed adjustment and monitoring methods 
provide an ideal basis for the use of fans in all areas where cooling is a must. 

→  Frame sizes from 25 to 150 mm
→  Maximum airflow up to 12 m³/min
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Further information and datasheets available at 
www.maxongroup.at

maxon develops and manufactures customizable CIM (Ceramic Injection Molding) components 
in Sexau, Germany. The development and engineering program is based on more than 20 years 
experience in powder injection molding, works with the most up-to-date CAD technology and fi-
nite element calculation. Thanks to CIM, maxon is well-placed to produce highly complex cera-
mic components - providing extreme precision and supreme quality. The components are used 
in clock, measurement, audio, medical and drive technology as well as in industrial automation. 

Ceramic can be used where other materials fail.

Ceramic components 
Precise, durable and wear-resistant

The advantages of ceramic as a material.

→  Extremely high wear-resistance and hardness
→  Excellent sliding characteristics
→  High corrosion and chemical resistance
→  Mechanical strength
→  Long service life
→  Outstanding insulation properties
→  High temperature resistance
→  Biocompatible
→  Low specific weight
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